Abstract-Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the application of data mining methods in extracting potentially useful information from web usage data. Its application includes improving website design, personalised service, target marketing etc. Among the outstanding research issues in WUM include inefficiency in mining large weblogs, extracted patterns that are not representative of actual user behavior, and mining results which are too general, uninteresting and lack insights. This paper attempts to address the above problems using a method of mining that captures user traversing activities more effectively based on the notion of regularity. A mining algorithm is introduced using the approach of vertical database. The experiments suggest that the method is efficient, scalable, and able to address confusion caused by large number of extracted patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the application of data mining techniques to extract interesting patterns from web server logs. It's within the framework of Knowledge Discovery from Data [1] . Among is application is for website improvement, and for this purpose, the web usage log file is mined in order to extract potential knowledge of user browsing behaviour. Nevertheless, one of the main challenges in WUM is how to effectively capture the right patterns. Mining for usage pattern often results in large number of patterns where most of them may not be interesting and meaningful. Only when accurate understanding of user navigational behaviour is obtained, subsequent analysis and interpretation of suitable web design can be derived correctly [2] . The aim of this paper is to present a method of mining user behaviour from web log, which takes into consideration the individual user browsing behaviour. In the following section the related works is discussed, and subsequently the notion of regularity is described in the next section. Next, the description of the proposed algorithm is presented, and finally, the description of a series of experiments to measure the performance of FRS is given.
II. BACK GROUND OF THE WORK
Even though there has been an extensive study in WUM, lack of related product commercialisation indicates that there are still a number of outstanding research issues in this area. Among the challenges mentioned in the literature include inefficiency in mining typically large weblogs, extracted patterns that are not representative of actual user behavior, and mining results which are too general, uninteresting and lack insights.
WUM involves mining the weblogs to extract patterns of interesting user behaviour. The first WUM algorithm, called Web Access Pattern-Tree (WAP-tree), was proposed by [3] . WAP-tree managed to extract usage patterns, however, as the size of weblogs becomes increasingly larger, algorithm effiency becomes an issue. C. I. Ezeife & Liu [4] proposed an improvement to WAP-tree using a technique for assigning a position code to each node of the tree. Using the position code to label each node of the WAP-tree, the WAP-tree head links is built in a pre-order fashion rather than in the order, the nodes arrive as done by the WAP-tree algorithm. The proposed algorithm, called Pre-Order Linked Web Access Pattern Tree (PLWAP), eliminates the need to reconstruct WAP-tree repeatedly. In this study, PLWAP algorithm will be used as benchmark.
III. CONCEPT AND DEFINITIONS
In this study, we adopt and extend the notion of Tanbeer's periodicity for mining frequent patterns from customer retail transaction records to discover regular sequences in web usage data [5] . However, instead of using the term periodiocity, we use the term regularity since we have modified it for web usage mining. Regularity expresses how often a certain browsing behavior is repeated in a session. Let us consider the example in Table I , which shows a fragment of web usage sequence database. The first column contains the Session Identifier, and the second column contains the sequence of page categories visited during the session, represented by alphabets. The regularity of A is 2 for S1, 3 for S2 and S3. Regularity of AC is 2 for S2 and 1 for S3.
A. Definition 1. (Web sequence database)
Let P denote the set of n web pages in a web usage log dataset, P = {p 1 ,p 2 ,..,p n } where p i represents a web page. A web sequence database (SDB) of visited pages is a set of partially ordered list of pages attached with associated Session Id. Therefore, a web usage log page sequence can be represented as,
is the j th web page accessed in session i and s i represents the associated session id. For simplicity, the notation for Session Id is omitted in subsequent reference to web sequence and it is only included when web sequence is referred to in the context of web sequence database.
B. Definition 2. (subsequence)
Let = < 1 , 2 ,.., s > be a sequence of pages (where i ∈ P). Assume that each p i in also occurs in in the same order. Then sequence is said to contain , or is subsequence of denoted ⊆ , if 1 1, 2 2,.., n n. For example, given s = <ABACDB> , then <AB> and <AC> are examples of subsequences of s. However, <CA> and <DA> are not subsequences of S.
C. Definition 3. (Support)
The support of a pattern is the number of distinct sessions in SDB, which contain the sequence . That is, Supp( ) = |(sid:s)| {(sid:s) SDB ^ is contained in s} For example, from Table I , Supp(E) = 2. That is, the pattern E exists in both sessions S1 and S4. Similarly, the support for patterns AC, Supp(AC) = 3 since pattern AC exists in S2, S3 and S4. The support of a pattern can also be expressed in terms of the percentage of the number of records containing the pattern over the total number of records in the database.
D. Definition 4. (Regularity)
The Regularity (R) of pattern in a sequence S, denoted R (S), is the number of occurrences of in S. For a pattern of one item (ie. A,B,C..), its R is simply the total number of its occurances in the sequence. From Table , R A (S1) = 2. Similarly for a pattern containing more than one items, its R is the number of its repetition in the sequence. For example, R AC (S2) = 2.
E. Definition 6. (Frequent-regular sequential pattern)
A pattern is called a frequent regular sequential pattern (FRS) if it satisfies both of the following two conditions: (i) its support is no less than a user-given minimum support threshold, and (ii) its regularity is no less than a user-given minimum regularity threshold.
F. Problem Definition
Given a web usage sequence database SDB, a user stipulated minimum support (min_sup) and a minimum regularity (min_reg) thresholds, the objective of mining FRS is to discover the complete set of web usage sequences in SDB having the support no less than min_sup and regularity no less than min_reg.
IV. FRS ALGORITHM

A. Main Features of FRS Algorithm
• Vertical database approach
• Efficient Sequence Enumeration
• 2-Sequence matrix
B. Main Steps of FRS Algorithm
The main steps in FRS algorithm are as follows:
• Step 1: Construct TIDlists and find all frequent 1-sequences
Scan the sequence database once, build the TIDlist for every item and count the support and regularity value of each item. Generate the list of all possible 1-sequences. Based on the given minimum support threshold, delete all infrequent 1-sequences from the list, leaving only the frequent ones.
• Step 2: Find all regular items from the list of frequent 1-sequences
Identify the all 1-sequences which are not regular and delete them from the set of frequent 1-sequences from Step 1. Update each item's TIDlist accordingly and recalculates its updated support frequency.
• Step 3: Find all frequent 2-sequences
Using the join operator, generate the list of all possible 2-sequences from the set of all regular frequent 1-sequences. Construct the TIDlist for every frequent 2-sequence and count the support and regularity value of each item. Based on the given minimum support threshold, delete all infrequent 2-sequences from the list, leaving only the frequent ones.
• Step 4: Enumerate Candidate Sequence using Sequence Enumeration
Using the list of regular frequent 1-sequences obtained in Step 1, enumerate the list of all k-sequences (for k >1) traversing the sequence enumeration tree in preorder depth first manner.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of FRS approach, a series of experiments were carried out using the publicly accessible MSNBC clickstream data available online at UCI repository as input. Algorithm performance, scalability of solution, and quality of output are the major basis for comparison between FRS and another influential WUM algorithm, Pre-Order Link Web Access Pattern tree (PLWAP). PLWAP is chosen as the benchmark for comparison as it has been adopted as the basic framework in many recent studies.
B. Experiments
• Experiment 1: Performance Comparison between FRS and PLWAP
In this experiment the duration of mining process between FRS and PLWAP are compared at various threshold levels. The performance of both algorithms is measured under several values of minimum support threshold.
Since PLWAP algorithm is solely frequency based, the regularity threshold of FRS is fixed at 1 for this experiment. Both algorithms are executed nine times using the same input file with support threshold values in the range of 0.1% to 5.0%. The processing times of both algorithms are recorded at different values of minimum frequency threshold and a graph is plotted.
The graph shows that as the threshold value decreases, the mining duration of PLWAP deteriorates much faster compared to that of FRS. This suggests that FRS algorithm is more suitable for mining large weblogs using very low support threshold values. To compare the scalability of FRS and PLWAP, an experiment was conducted in which both FRS and PLWAP were executed a number of times using various sizes of input database at a fixed threshold value. The processing time for mining, sequential patterns are recorded using four input databases of different sizes: 25,000, 50,000, 75,000 and 100,000 records. The minimum support threshold value is fixed at 0.5%. Again, the small threshold is chosen based on suitability and common practice in other WUM experiments [6] , [7] .
Fig 2 : Scalability of FRS vs PLWAP
The diagram shows the PLWAP requires longer mining duration to handle large weblogs. The result suggest the FRS algorithm is more scalable compared to PLWAP.
• Experiment 3: Quality of Sequential Patterns
The objective of this experiment is to compare the flexibility of mining process and the quality of output of FRS and PLWAP. The task is to analyse frequent patterns produced by both algorithms. The quality of output is determined by comparing the number of extracted patterns produced by FRS versus PLWAP using the same input database and the same frequency threshold. The lesser number of extracted patterns is more favourable since it means less confusion. Here, the threshold value is kept static at 0.20 % while the size of input database is 25000 records. As Error! Reference source not found. demonstrates, PLWAP extracts over 3,100 sequences for the duration of 70 seconds. With minimum regularity threshold set to 1, FRS also produces identical set of sequential patterns, however, at about four time faster. Using regularity thresholds 2, 3 and 4, FRS extracted 230, 55 and 19 patterns respectively. The result suggests that FRS provides the flexibility for detailed examination of resulting sequences using the regularity threshold. The higher the value of minimum regularity threshold, the lower the number of sequences being extracted and the shorter mining duration.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the extracted FRS patterns and the corresponding frequency values when the regularity thresholds are 1 and 2. In general, as the regularity threshold increases, the number of records reduces. This shows the benefit of FRS method which allows the analyst the flexibility to differentiate the strength of FRS patterns and enables them to focus on the FRS patterns which matter most. The problem of mining frequent-regular sequential pattern or FRS is introduced in this paper. The goal of FRS is to mine web usage patterns reflected by users' browsing behaviour from the web usage log. This is achieved by combining the conventional frequency-based mining that employs the count of sessions, as well as the notion of regularity, which is based on the frequency of a pattern within each record. With this method, the problem of extremely high number of patterns being extracted by existing mining algorithms is addressed. Regularity offers additional constraint to the extracted patterns.
Moreover, compared to non-FRS patterns, the FRS patterns are believed to better represent user behaviour as they are based on activity data in the transactions.
The experiments conducted suggest that this method is faster than PLWAP in terms of mining duration using the same input data. In fact, FRS is shown to be far superior when mining at very low support threshold, a situation that is quite commonplace in WUM. When the size of input database increases, the duration of mining taken by FRS is noticeably less that of PLWAP. The result suggests FRS is more scalable than PLWAP. Finally, the experiment also demonstrates that FRS offers more flexibility by allowing the user to manipulate the degree of regularity within a frequency threshold. With this feature, the number of extracted patterns can be reduced and increased accordingly.
Notwithstanding all these achievements, FRS does not take into consideration the structure and contents of web, an area that can explore for further improvements. For future studies, the FRS approach can be applied to other domain such as health care, online business, education website etc.
